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Julia Blake runs her own cleaning business. She also has the unfortunate knack of discovering bodies of people who have been
murdered. In this story Julia visits one of her clients, a genealogist called Hugo Barnes. Hugo has uncovered a family secret during
the course of his work. He tells Julia that the client won't be happy about the secret he's discovered. Julia finds Hugo's dead body
the next day. She makes her own investigations into Hugo's death and soon discovers that his assistant, Dinah, and his brother,
Gilbert have strong motives for killing him. Julia also finds out who the last client of Hugo's was. Did they have a motive to kill Hugo
too? And who is that man who's been watching Julia's house? Julia is determined to find out who killed Hugo Barnes.
She thought they had the perfect marriage... Tamra never dreamed she would marry someone like Mike Mitchell: handsome, rich,
a wonderful husband… until she finds out that Mike is having an affair. But Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned, and Mike
Mitchell should have remembered that before he made a fool of her. Because Tamra knows something about Mike. Something he
did. Something evil. And she was prepared to carry the secret to her grave Not anymore To make matters worse, Mike’s daughter
Madison has come to stay for a few days, and Madison doesn’t like Tamra. Well, that's too bad, because Tamra doesn’t have
time to argue. She’s too busy ruining Mike’s life while remaining–on the surface at least–the perfect, loyal wife But when Tamra's
plan spirals out of control, she finds that things are not what they seem. And now, it's too late.
In 1890, Indian Territory (today's Oklahoma) was rough, rowdy and full of pioneers hoping to start a new life full of promise by
using hard work and clever thinking. The railroad was creeping across the new nation and many a young man saw opportunities
for new towns, fame and fortune. The Chickasaw Indians were neighbors and held great power in the area but one man,
Williamson J. Milburn used both his wits and his gun to birth a new town along the Blue River. This book is the story of that young
man and his family as they began a new life in the lawless country of Milburn, Indian Territory. It is also the true story of Mode
Milburn, born in Texas, who as a young boy came by wagon to Lebanon, Indian Territory and then to Milburn where he grew up in
the pioneer town. His father, Adoniram J., found a leather wallet belonging to Thompson Pickens, a Chickasaw Indian and
returned it to Thompson, forever changing their lives. Adoniram, Williamson, and their families built the town and developed
friendships until one afternoon it all changed with a bullet outside of Adoniram's hotel.Mode recollects his childhood experiences,
pranks played on his friends and family, murder, unexplained mystery, death and life's unexpected twists and turns as Oklahoma
becomes a state. Banks open, businesses spring up, horses turn into carriages and carriages turn into cars. Follow Mode as he
brings the telephone into Milburn and falls in love with his sweetheart Alma, a schoolteacher in a one room schoolhouse in Emet,
Oklahoma. Mode's life is one of strong family, hardships, loyalty and unbelievable heartache mixed in with beauty, kindness and
enough personal conviction to raise a family in the new town of Milburn, Oklahoma during the turn of the twentieth
century.Families were strong and close during that time before technology isolated us from each other, and the world got smaller
through mass media. Milburn is a book that captures history and life as it was, and in many ways, it still should be.
Izzy Greene, a widow of a certain age, joins a writing group in an attempt to actually finish one of her stories. She gets more than
she bargained for, however, when her nemesis, sexy blonde bombshell, Sondra Sockerman disappears under suspicious
circumstances. Izzy soon realizes she has a natural detecting ability when she and her friend, Flo, try to find the killer...who is now
after them.
Shelly Myers has finally rebuilt her life two years after her new husband, a Dallas police detective, was gunned down on the
church steps minutes after they’d said, “I do.” She returned to her beloved Smoky Mountains in Tennessee to help her parents
run their cabin rental and river rafting business — and to heal. Now, the murderer she helped send to death row has been released
because of bungled evidence, and Troy’s partner, Detective Reed Tanner, has arrived on her doorstep to protect her from Eddie
Victor, who has sworn to kill them both. Reed is determined to protect Shelly like he didn’t protect Troy, but he’s not prepared for
how attracted he is to her or the fact that Shelly obviously feels the same way toward him. keywords: romantic suspense,
romance, suspense, detective, bodyguard, killer, Great Smoky Mountains, Tennessee, thriller
A charmingly eccentric hotel maid discovers a guest murdered in his bed. Solving the mystery will turn her once orderly world
upside down in this utterly original debut. Molly Gray is not like everyone else. She struggles with social skills and misinterprets the
intentions of others. Her gran used to interpret the world for her, codifying it into simple rules that Molly could live by. Since Gran
died a few months ago, twenty-five-year-old Molly has had to navigate life's complexities all by herself. No matter--she throws
herself with gusto into her work as a hotel maid. Her unique character, along with her obsessive love of cleaning and proper
etiquette, make her an ideal fit for the job. She delights in donning her crisp uniform each morning, stocking her cart with miniature
soaps and bottles, and returning guest rooms at the Regency Grand Hotel to a state of perfection. But Molly's orderly life is turned
on its head the day she enters the suite of the infamous and wealthy Charles Black, only to find it in a state of disarray and Mr.
Black himself very dead in his bed. Before she knows what's happening, Molly's unusual demeanor has the police targeting her as
their lead suspect. She quickly finds herself caught in a web of deception, one she has no idea how to untangle. Fortunately for
Molly, friends she never knew she had unite with her in a search for clues to what really happened to Mr. Black--but will they be
able to find the real killer before it's too late? A Clue-like, locked-room mystery and a heartwarming journey of the spirit, The Maid
explores what it means to be the same as everyone else and yet entirely different--and reveals that all mysteries can be solved
through connection to the human heart.
As the 1950s Mau Mau war breaks out in the foothills of Mt. Kenya, Wamb?i, a fourteen-year-old girl leaves her besieged village to
join a prestigious boarding school a half day's journey away by train. There, she becomes aware of her extraordinary mathematical
abilities discovered by her teacher, Eileen Atwood. Initially, Wamb?i views Eileen's attentions with suspicion and hostility, but over
time, the two grow close and form a lifelong friendship. Unfortunately for Wamb?i, the mid-twentieth century isn't ready for a
female math prodigy, particularly in Kenya. But she quietly and defiantly takes on the obstacles seeking to define her, applying her
unusual gifts in new directions, which ultimately benefits her impoverished family and inspires her siblings and their children to
pursue their own dreams. After forty years in Kenya, Eileen unexpectedly loses her employment authorization and is forced to
return to England, where she struggles to adjust to living in a country she barely recognizes. Meanwhile, Wamb?i's son, Ray, a
doctor, navigates a fraught visa application process and travels to America to begin residency training; however, his hospital
becomes insolvent and shuts down a year later. He and his colleagues are assimilated into other programs where, as foreign-born
physicians, they endure relentless prejudice. As a black man, he also discovers that the streets of Chicago are sometimes quick to
judge, with serious consequences. A saga of family and friendship spanning five decades and three continents, The People of
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Ostrich Mountain chronicles the interconnected lives of three outsiders as they navigate the vagaries of race, gender and
immigration.
This winter cozy mystery series can be read in one to two hours. It is perfect for those moments when you are waiting at an
appointment or want to enjoy a quick read. Sarah Garland, a retired homicide detective who's gone through a painful divorce,
seems to have found her peace at last, as a coffeeshop owner, in the sleepy (and freezing) small town of Snow Falls, Alaska.
What she didn't expect, was for her past life to catch up with her. Or, for her new life as a mystery writer to inspire a deadly killer to
target her.Yet, when the killer leaves a frightening clue-a creepy snowman, donning a leather jacket and eating a peppermint
candy cane, left in front of her cabin-Sarah begins to suspect Conrad Spencer, the new detective in town, who is pursuing a
murderer of his own. Soon, it becomes obvious that the sleuths would have to join forces, in order to catch the killer.Sarah and
Conrad must put their tragic pasts behind them and find out who's after her...before the trail becomes frozen.
An unputdownable debut about a town marred by violence, a girl ruined by grief, and the harsh reality about what makes people decide to
hurt one another. The Violent Season is a searing, unforgettable, and thrilling novel that belongs on shelf with Sadie and Girl in Pieces. Every
November, the people in Wolf Ridge are overwhelmed with a hunger for violence—at least that's the town rumor. Last fall Wyatt Green's
mother was brutally murdered, convincing Wyatt that this yearning isn't morbid urban legend. but rather a palpable force infecting her
neighbors. This year, Wyatt fears the call of violence has spread to her best friend Cash—who also happens to be the guy she can't stop
wanting no matter how much he hurts her. At the same time, she's drawn to Cash's nemesis Porter, now that they're partners on an
ambitious project for lit class. When Wyatt pulls away from Cash, and spends more time with Porter, she learns secrets about both of them
she can't forget. And as the truth about her mother's death begins to emerge from the shadows, Wyatt is faced with a series of hard realities
about the people she trusts the most, rethinking everything she believes about what makes people decide to hurt one another.
Jessica Fletcher is off to London to deliver the keynote address at a mystery writers convention. She's also looking forward to seeing her
mentor, Marjorie Ainsworth, who's hosting a party on her estate to celebrate her latest book. But a routine business trip becomes murderous
business--when Jessica discovers Marjorie stabbed to death in her own bedroom...
"This is the most fun I've had with a book this year. Every page is a delight and the mystery got its hooks into me from the first chapter.” –
Stuart Turton, bestselling author of The 7½ Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle The letter was short. A name, a time, a place. Marion Lane and the
Midnight Murder plunges readers into the heart of London, to the secret tunnels that exist far beneath the city streets. There, a mysterious
group of detectives recruited for Miss Brickett’s Investigations & Inquiries use their cunning and gadgets to solve crimes that have stumped
Scotland Yard. Late one night in April 1958, a filing assistant at Miss Brickett’s receives a letter of warning, detailing a name, a time, and a
place. She goes to investigate but finds the room empty. At the stroke of midnight, she is murdered by a killer she can’t see—her death the
only sign she wasn’t alone. It becomes chillingly clear that the person responsible must also work for Miss Brickett’s, making everyone a
suspect. Marion Lane, a first-year Inquirer-in-training, finds herself drawn ever deeper into the investigation. When her friend and colleague is
framed for the crime, to clear his name she must sort through the hidden alliances at Miss Brickett’s and secrets dating back to WWII.
Masterful, clever and deliciously suspenseful, Marion Lane and the Midnight Murder is a fresh take on the Agatha Christie-style locked-room
murder mystery, with an exciting new heroine detective.
Brant, eastern England, 2016: Anna Milburn has been a barrister for almost twenty years and has, she thinks, long since made her peace
with the compromises inherent in the demands of her profession. However the Leaman case - involving the murder of a local police officer tests her resolve and beats at her conscience. Like Pilate, but for a different reason, she must ask herself 'What is truth?' Her friendship with
Rachel Wells, who is another ambitious, brilliant, achievement-orientated woman, but who has over the last few years learned that there is
more to life, will be instrumental in Anna's attempt to rebalance her own life, conscience, ethics and faith.
In this moving debut novel, two estranged siblings must set aside their differences to deal with their mother's death and her hidden past--a
journey of discovery that takes them from the Caribbean to London to California and ends with her famous black cake. In present-day
California, Eleanor Bennett's death leaves behind a puzzling inheritance for her two children, Byron and Benny: a traditional Caribbean black
cake, made from a family recipe with a long history, and a voice recording. In her message, Eleanor shares a tumultuous story about a
headstrong young swimmer who escapes her island home under suspicion of murder. The heartbreaking journey Eleanor unfolds, the secrets
she still holds back, and the mystery of a long-lost child, challenge everything the siblings thought they knew about their family, and
themselves. Can Byron and Benny reclaim their once-close relationship, piece together Eleanor's true history, and fulfill her final request to
“share the black cake when the time is right?” Will their mother's revelations bring them back together or leave them feeling more lost than
ever? Charmaine Wilkerson's debut novel is a story of how the inheritance of betrayals, secrets, memories, and even names, can shape
relationships and history. Deeply evocative and beautifully written, Black Cake is an extraordinary journey through the life of a family changed
forever by the choices of its matriarch.
From the author of the successful White House Chef mysteries. Everyone wants a piece of millionaire Bennett Marshfield, owner of
Marshfield Manor, but now it's up to a new curator Grace Wheaton and handsome groundskeeper Jack Embers to protect dear old
Marshfield. But to do this, they'll have to investigate a botched Ponzi scheme, some torrid Wheaton family secrets-and sour grapes out for
revenge.
Bestselling author Peter Straub's Koko is a gripping psychological thriller in which horror and paranoia are indistinguishable from reality.Koko.
Only four men knew what it meant. Now they must stop it. They were Vietnam vets-a doctor, a lawyer, a working stiff, and a writer. Very
different from each other, they are nonetheless linked by a shared history and a single shattering secret. Now, they have been reunited and
are about to embark on a quest that will take from Washington, D.C., to the graveyards and fleshpots of the Far East to the human jungle of
New York, hunting someone from the past who has risen from the darkness to kill and kill and kill.
Death at a DinerA Culinary Cozy MysteryCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform

Nora Newberry has been working to make her dreams come true and finally, after 10 years, it's time! She's moved back to her
hometown of Milburn, Wyoming, and, together with her lifelong best friend, Raquel Madden, is opening the diner they've been
planning since high school. Life couldn't be better...and it's time to celebrate! Sadly, the celebration doesn't last long. Just three
days before the diner is set to open its doors, Raquel is found murdered. And with no clear motive and little cooperation from the
townspeople, Nora is thrown into a murder investigation that just may cause her to lose her own life. Death At A Diner is the first
book in Nancy McGovern's new culinary cozy mystery series, "A Murder In Milburn." Book 2, Death Of A Deputy, is also available
on Amazon! To receive updates on her future books, behind-the-scenes information and A FREE NOVELLA-LENGTH PREQUEL
TO THIS SERIES, sign up for Nancy's newsletter at: http: //eepurl.com/bTH4Jb.
Zhao Feiyan (45-1 BCE), the second empress appointed by Emperor Cheng of the Han dynasty (207 BCE-220 CE), was born in
slavery and trained in the performing arts, a background that made her appointment as empress highly controversial. Subsequent
persecution by her political enemies eventually led to her being forced to commit suicide. After her death, her reputation was
marred by accusations of vicious scheming, murder of other consorts and their offspring, and relentless promiscuity, punctuated by
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bouts of extravagant shopping. This first book-length study of Zhao Feiyan and her literary legacy includes a complete translation
of The Scandalous Tale of Zhao Feiyan (Zhao Feiyan waizhuan), a Tang dynasty (618-907 CE) erotic novella that describes in
great detail the decadent lifestyle enjoyed by imperial favorites in the harem of Emperor Cheng. This landmark text was crucial for
establishing writings about palace women as the accepted forum for discussing sexual matters, including fetishism, obsession,
jealousy, incompatibility in marriage, and so on. Using historical documentation, Olivia Milburn reconstructs the evolution of Zhao
Feiyan's story and illuminates the broader context of palace life for women and the novella's social influence.
'What a dizzying roller-coaster ride Now that I've finished this book, I can finally take some deep breaths and allow my heart beat
to return to normal. The author took me through twists, turns and an intricate and fast-paced plot...The ending just made me gasp.'
Relax and Read reviews, 5 stars A serial killer is playing a terrifying game of life or death with his victims. After he captures them,
a countdown begins. He marks the time by sending clues to the whereabouts of the women he has taken in three disturbing
images: alive, tortured, dead. In a race against the clock, East London Detective Ruby Preston must play the twisted killer's
terrifying murder game and decipher the clues before more women die... But this isn't the first time the police have seen such a
sickening crime. The notorious Lonely Hearts Killer, Mason Gatley, was put behind bars ten years ago for murdering six women in
exactly the same chilling way. Desperate for more information, Ruby persuades her boyfriend, Nathan Crosby, to use his criminal
connections to set up a dangerous meeting. Because to catch this killer, she needs to think like one... But the closer Ruby grows
to the dark and charming Mason Gatley, the more worried her team become. Is Mason really helping her catch the killer? Or is he
lining Ruby up to be his next victim? Fans of Angela Marsons, Rachel Abbott and Peter James will be hooked by this dark and
utterly disturbing thriller, packed with twists until the final page. What readers are saying about Murder Game: 'Oh my goodness...
Caroline Mitchell What a book I devoured this book this afternoon, I could not stop reading it. I love Ruby Preston and her team...
Absolutely 5 stars all the way for me.' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'Wow Caroline Mitchell really outdid herself here I wasn't able
to guess who the killer was until Mitchell had it flashing on a sign for me at 92%, but of course, that wasn't all... she threw a
massive twist in on top of it Hold on for the wild right she'll pull you through with Murder Game.' Next Book Review, 5 stars
'Absolutely love this Ruby Preston series. I couldn't put this book down as the killings and the plot escalated. I was certain I had
fathomed who the killer was. But, oh, how wrong I was. Brilliant book ' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'Brilliant fast paced and
gripping story that keeps you on the edge of your seat. Ruby is fast becoming my favourite detective.' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
?'This book was a first class gripping read. I absolutely loved it.' I Love Reading UK, 5 stars 'Once again Caroline Mitchell delivers
an amazing book. With twists and turns throughout. Right to the end I was kept on the edge of my seat.' Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars 'The author's background in the police force adds authenticity to Murder Game... The plot is fast paced very much like the
investigation, and I'm sure my heart was pounding as Murder Game reached its dramatic conclusion... the perfect crime thriller
read.' The Book Review Caf , 5 stars
In this graphic novel space epic, a scientist sends three heroes to search the galaxy for the Twelve Gems of Power. This sci-fi epic
takes place somewhere in the outer cosmos, beyond reckoning or observation. The mysterious Dr. Z has enlisted three space
heroes to search the galaxy for the fabled Twelve Gems of Power: the hulking alien-brawn Furz; the beautiful and deadly sabrewielding Venus; and the soft-spoken canine technician, Dogstar. They meet many strange and storied characters on their journey,
but none so strange or sinister as their dear benefactor himself.
The House on the Hill has been abandoned for as long as James can remember. So when he discovers Webster, a drifter, hiding
there, he's instantly curious about the story behind the homeless man. What is he running from? Afflicted by a dark curse, Webster
is no longer who he used to be. But there is said to be a cure and it might just be that by helping Webster, James will find some
solace of his own. Together they embark on a journey, not knowing that what they discover will impact them both in ways they
never imagined... A gripping and haunting story about loss and hope, perfect for fans of Patrick Ness and David Almond.
"Beautifully written in smooth, elegant prose… an absolute delight to read. I felt utterly surrounded by the story as I read... I wanted
it to go on forever."BookBag "I was totally lost in the story of James. If you loved Skelligby David Almond, then this is the book for
you." Serendipity Reviews "A definite must-read for fans of David Almond's Skellig… Follow James through a journey of grief, loss,
despair and survival - it's worth it." Book Angel Booktopia "exciting, compelling, thought-provoking... an absolute joy to read."
BZFB "A gripping and atmospheric debut from Rupert Wallis." So Many Books, So Little Time "A book that you can't stop thinking
about, that you have to tell people about - the mark of a truly powerful novel. A staggering debut..." Writing From The Tub "The
chief villain is fantastically creepy… fast-paced" SFX "Intense, dark, brooding and highly adventurous. To me it screamed Neil
Gaiman." Fiction Fascination "Wonderfully descriptive and evoked real sinister and dark atmospheres... a mysterious dark tale of
hope, faith, family and trust." Dark Readers
Tenth in the national bestselling Chocoholic mystery series...sweet! Ever since Young Blackbeard became the biggest movie of
the decade, everyone has caught pirate fever, including the residents of Warner Pier. TenHuis Chocolade is raking in the booty
and selling out of chocolate treasure chests, pirate hats and ships. When Lee McKinney Woodyard and her husband Joe take their
boat out on Lake Michigan, they're stunned when a mischievous band of pirates hops on board. Lee's is the first boat boarded that
summer, and the town couldn't be more amused by the mysterious buccaneers. But when a body washes up on shore, the pirates'
antics stop being so entertaining. Now Lee has to figure out the truth behind the Warner Pier Pirates, before someone else winds
up walking the plank....
'A remarkably assured debut. A tale of inequality, broken dreams and quiet desperation behind a picture-perfect facade' Guardian
'A clever and absorbing debut by Inga Vesper, who bricks Joyce up in her perfect house, then smashes it to pieces with aplomb'
The Times A stunning 1950s set debut mystery brimming with atmosphere and perfect for fans of Tangerine, Small Pleasures and
Mad Men. ________ Yesterday, I kissed my husband for the last time . . . It's the summer of 1959, and the well-trimmed lawns of
Sunnylakes, California, wilt under the sun. At some point during the long, long afternoon, Joyce Haney, wife, mother, vanishes
from her home, leaving behind two terrified children and a bloodstain on the kitchen floor. While the Haney's neighbours get busy
organising search parties, it is Ruby Wright, the family's 'help', who may hold the key to this unsettling mystery. Ruby knows more
about the secrets behind Sunnylakes' starched curtains than anyone, and it isn't long before the detective in charge of the case
wants her help. But what might it cost her to get involved? In these long hot summer afternoons, simmering with lies, mistrust and
prejudice, it could only take one spark for this whole 'perfect' world to set alight . . . A beguiling, deeply atmospheric debut novel
from the cracked heart of the American Dream, The Long, Long Afternoon is at once a page-turning mystery and an intoxicating
vision of the ways in which women everywhere are diminished, silenced and ultimately under-estimated. Everyone is talking about
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The Long, Long Afternoon 'Beguiling and evocative. This vivid and atmospheric pageturner will keep readers guessing all the way
to its satisfying finale' Sunday Express 'Beautifully crafted, claustrophobic and compelling. As delicious as a long drink on a hot
day' Stacey Halls, Sunday Times bestselling author of The Familiars and The Foundling 'Such a vivid atmosphere of stifling LA
heat and stifling 50s domesticity' Clare Chambers, author of Small Pleasures 'Breathtakingly stylish, hypnotic and masterfully
gripping' Chris Whitaker, author of We Begin at the End, Waterstones Thriller of the Month 'A triumph. What a pleasure to read
something fresh and original. For once the hype is justified and Inga Vesper's gripping page turner must surely now be bound for
Netflix' Evening Standard 'A tasty, tense, page-turning combo of James Ellroy and Kate Atkinson with a bit of Mad Men thrown in'
Liz Hyder 'For fans of Revolutionary Road and Mad Men, this is an atmospheric tale of repression and style at the heart of the
American Dream' Stylist
Life has always been fairly placid for Bluebell Knopps and she's liked it that way.She has a job working at her mother's salon in the
small town of Lledrith. She has a fiance with whom she's in love. And, after years of trial and error, she has finally found a dye that
effectively masks her naturally neon-blue hair, allowing her to blend in for the first time in her life!But things are about to go
bad...fast!When her fiance is found murdered and Bluebell wakes up in the middle of a field with no memory of the night before,
even she has to wonder if she could be to blame. After all, he had just broken her heart, effectively turning her perfect life upside
down. But could Bluebell have done it? The fact is, with the body being found alone in a locked room, no one seems to have a clue
as to what happened. It's almost as if it were...MAGIC!And speaking of magic...The Locked Room Murder is the first Bluebell
Knopps Mystery, a witch-based cozy mystery, written by Nancy McGovern. Nancy McGovern is also the author of "A Murder In
Milburn", a culinary cozy mystery series containing delicious mysteries and even tastier recipes!

This boxed set features all six current titles in the Tea Shop Cozy Mystery series Fifty-something widow Willow
Foxglove's dream is to operate a herbal tea shop. If only she could stop tripping over dead bodies long enough to
organize the business! When murder comes to peaceful Aniseed Valley, Willow Foxglove is on the case. Believing the
local sheriff to be unequal to the challenge, she pursues leads in between building a new tea shop and looking after her
Maine Coon kitten, Mavis. As each crime unfolds, she draws on the book-smarts of best friend Harmony and conspiracyladen facts from second-best friend Reg to help untangle the evidence. And, of course, she can always rely on handy
hints from her favorite TV show of all time - Miss Walsham Investigates! This boxed set contains the following titles to
keep you guessing and keep the murderers on their toes! 1: Pushing Up Daisies 2: Berry Murderous 3: Deathbed of
Roses 4: Orange Juiced 5: Keeping Mums 6: Hibiscus Homicide Tea Shop Cozy Mysteries are quick 1-2 hour reads
perfect for filling in time waiting for appointments, commuting to work, or when your significant other insists on watching
the show that makes you roll your eyes! They contain no swearing, no gore, no cliffhangers, and no graphic scenes.
"Kat Martin is a fast gun when it comes to storytelling, and I love her books." —Linda Lael Miller, #1 New York Times
bestselling author New York Times bestselling author Kat Martin is back with her most thrilling novel yet in the Maximum
Security series—The Perfect Murder. Fans of Sandra Brown, Linda Howard and Julie Garwood will fall in love with The
Max. The eldest of the three wealthy Garrett brothers, Reese Garrett is in the middle of a major purchase for his
multimillion-dollar oil and gas company, Garrett Resources. The Poseidon offshore drilling platform venture will greatly
enhance the company’s value. But when Reese is on a trip out to see the rig, his helicopter crashes, leaving him
hospitalized and two men dead. It’s discovered the chopper was sabotaged, and Reese is determined to find out who’s
behind the crash—and whether he was the intended target. Then, when his lover, Kenzie, is accused of her ex-husband’s
murder—a man with a vested interest in the Poseidon deal—clues start pointing to a connection that puts Reese, Kenzie
and her young son in the sights of a killer. From the Texas heat to the Louisiana bayous, Reese and his brothers must
track down the truth before the body count gets any higher. Watch for The Perfect Murder, the latest in the bestselling
Maximum Security series, coming soon! Maximum Security Book 1: The Conspiracy Book 2: The Deception Book 3: The
Ultimate Betrayal
A cop is torn between duty and unholy desire in Trish Milburn's OUT OF THE NIGHT Since the death of her fiancé, it is
Olivia DaCosta who continues his good work feeding the homeless. Every day is a lone struggle to keep her diner open,
more than two years after the plague that devastated the human population. Now, amid the chaos, a vampire race has
begun stalking the survivors. Because of her rare blood type, Olivia has learned to avoid vampire contact—until she meets
one she can't resist. After Campbell Raines saves her life, it's clear there's no ignoring their potentially fatal attraction. In
the arms of this haunted yet captivating cop, Olivia will discover that vampires can love just as passionately as they kill….
Transferred from the downtown Belfast newspaper to the belaguered Crossmarket outpost, bicycling journalist Miller
learns that he has replaced a missing reporter and finds more trouble when he fall for his predecessor's girlfriend
Small-town police chief Maxine "Max" Benson is just settling into her new life when her ex appears on the scene.
Apparently, he and his new young lover just happen to be visiting her area on holiday. Max left her marriage and the
Toronto police to become chief in Port Ainslie, where she runs a three-person department with few problems and enjoys
a different pace of life. That's all about to change when Max's ex-husband is accused of killing his young lover right in
Max's own backyard. It seems that only Max's superior detection abilities can save him from an almost certain conviction.
This is the third book in the Maxine Benson mystery series.
By the lights of absolutely everyone who ever knew her, Katie Autry never harmed a hair on a dog's head. She came
from a tiny village in Kentucky. The State moved her as a child into a foster home in a town so small it had one stoplight.
New to her own beauty and a little awkward, Katie had the biggest smile on her high school cheerleading squad. In
September 2002, she matriculated as a freshman at Western Kentucky University in Bowling Green. She majored in the
dental program, but as it was for many college students her age, partying was of equal priority. She worked days at the
smoothie shop, nights at the local strip club, and fell in love with a football player who wouldn't date her. Five feet two in
heels and without a bad word to say about anyone, Katie Autry was sweet, kind, and utterly naïve. She was making the
clumsy strides of a newborn colt, discovering what the world was like and learning to be her own person. And on the
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morning of May 4, 2003, Katie Autry was raped, stabbed, sprayed with hairspray, and set on fire in her own dormitory
room. In telling the true story of this shocking crime, Bluegrass describes the devastation of not one but three families.
Two young men, whose lives seem preordained to intertwine, are jailed for the crime: DNA evidence places Stephen
Soules, an unemployed, mixed-race high school dropout, atthe scene, and Lucas Goodrum, a twenty-one-year-old pot
dealer with an ex-wife, a girlfriend still in high school, and an inauspicious history of domestic abuse, is held by an everchanging confession. The friends of the suspects and the foster and birth families of the victim form complex and warring
social nets that are cast across town. And a small southern community, populated by eccentrics of every socioeconomic
class, from dirt-poor to millionaire, responds to the horror. Like Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil, this tale is
redolent with atmosphere, dark tension, and lush landscapes. With the keen eye of a talented young journalist returning
to his southern roots, Van Meter paints a vivid portrait of the town, the characters who fill it, and the simmering class
conflicts that made an injustice like this not only possible, but inevitable.
To be a major, prime-time six-part series Grantchester for PBS.
For fans of Karen McManus' One of Us is Lying and films like I Know What You Did Last Summer, comes a gripping
thriller about murder, mystery, and deception. Blackmail lures Ava to the abandoned amusement park on Portgrave Pier.
She is one of ten teenagers, all with secrets they intend to protect whatever the cost. When fog and magic swallow the
pier, the group find themselves cut off from the real world. As the teenagers turn on each other, Ava will have to face up
to the secret that brought her to the pier and decide how far she's willing to go to survive. The teenagers have only their
secrets to protect and each other to betray. Perfect for: 13-18 year-old mystery fans Fans of Karen McManus and
Stephen King
A wintery middle grade mystery collection of short stories by thirteen of the most exciting and diverse authors in
children’s books today! Co-edited by Serena Patel, the award-winning author of the Anisha: Accidental Detective series
and by Robin Stevens, author of the bestselling Murder Most Unladylike series.
A US marine and Special Ops Commander recounts his combat experiences through Iraq and beyond in this “powerful
and beautifully written memoir” (The Washington Times). These are the combat experiences of the first Marine to
command a special operations task force. Andrew Milburn takes readers on his journey from Second Lieutenant to
Colonel and Task Force Commander; from leading Marines through the streets of Mogadishu, Baghdad, Fallujah and
Mosul to directing multi-national special operations forces in the fight against ISIS. Through it all, he shares the hard-won
lessons he learned, and shows how he put them to use in a complex fight against a formidable foe. Very few personal
accounts of war cover such a wide breadth of experience. Milburn tells his extraordinary story with humility and candor,
describing his personal struggles with the isolation of command, post-combat trauma and family tragedy. And with the
skill and insight of a natural storyteller, he makes the reader experience what it’s like to lead those who fight America’s
wars. “Simply the finest war memoir to emerge from the last two decades of constant fighting.” —New York Times
bestselling author Bing West
After testifying at the murder trial that sent her stepmother to prison and escaping an attempt on her life, Melody Shaw
has lost everything. Formerly CEO of her family's pharmaceutical company, she's now living incognito as a housekeeper
at a cozy resort in rural Montana. New career, new apartment, new name. She knows she needs to keep a low profile.
The last thing she needs is a romance with the handsome, hardworking owner of the Peak View Hot Springs Resort.
When rancher and resort owner Justin McQueen impulsively asks Melody for some ideas to increase bookings for the
resort, he’s impressed with her creativity and quick thinking. He persuades the reluctant Melody to jump in as the
temporary events coordinator, helping him plan a week of Christmas festivities. As they work together, both of them
struggle to fight their growing attraction. Justin is still recovering from a bad break-up and is very aware that as her
employer, he needs to tread carefully. He also senses Melody has a secret, which he is determined to uncover. As their
event planning comes to fruition, Justin knows he needs to put common sense on hold and take a chance on a love he
wants to last forever.
In this mystery in the USA Today bestselling Murder, She Wrote series, Jessica Fletcher visits New York City during
fashion week, only to discover someone has rather fatal designs... Jessica is in Manhattan to attend the debut of a new
designer. Formerly Sandy Black of Cabot Cove, the young man has reinvented himself as Xandr Ebon, and is introducing
his evening wear collection to the public and—more important—to the industry’s powers-that-be: the stylists, the magazine
editors, the buyers, and the wealthy clientele who can make or break him. At the show, the glitz and glamour are dazzling
until a young model—a novice, taking her first walk down the runway—shockingly collapses and dies. Natural causes?
Perhaps. But when another model is found dead, a famous cover girl and darling of the paparazzi, the fashion world gets
nervous. Two models. Two deaths. Their only connection? Xandr Ebon. Jessica’s crime-solving instincts are put to the
test as she sorts through the egos, the conflicts of interest, the spiteful accusations, and the secrets, all the while keeping
an amorous detective at arm’s length. But she’ll have to dig deep to uncover a killer. A designer’s career is on the line.
And another model could perish in a New York minute.
Nora Newberry's dream life is not going according plan. Her best friend and business partner, Raquel, has just been
murdered. The one man she had thought she loved can now be seen moseying through town with a supermodel dangling
off his arm. And the diner she and Raquel had planned on opening together may never feed its first customer. At least
she still has her friend, the town Sheriff, Sean... So, when the Sheriff's deputy is killed at the town's annual Viking festival
and everyone suspects Sean of murder, Nora realizes she must step in and prove him innocent. After all, she can't
handle losing him, too! Find out if Nora has what it takes to clear Sean of murder in Death Of A Deputy, the second
adventure in Nancy McGovern's new cozy mystery series, "A Murder In Milburn"!
After scoring the winning goal in the county soccer championship, New Jersey high school senior Jonny finally attains
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some of the popularity enjoyed by his best friend Kyle, until a devastating event changes everything.
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